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BMC Cancer

Editor-in-Chief

Dear Editor-in-Chief

I would like to resubmit a revised version of the manuscript entitled: “The association between RCAS1 expression in laryngeal and pharyngeal cancer and its healthy stroma with cancer relapse” to the BMC Cancer, which we have revised in accordance with the Editorial helpful suggestions.

With best regards,

Magdalena Dutsch-Wicherek, M.D., Ph.D

Otolaryngology Department

Jagiellonian University

Krakow, Poland

mowicher@cyf-kr.edu.pl
Below, please find the list of changes performed according to Editorial suggestions:

1. Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

   The references were checked and changed to appear in numerical order in the manuscript:
   reference 21 was replaced by ref 22 and the order is correct now. Reference 24 and 25 appear in numerical order.

2. Minor revisions:

   All author’s e-mail addresses were added to the title page
   The footnote with the address of corresponding author was removed from the title page
   Keywords were removed from the Abstract
   The numbers of the heading in the manuscript were removed
   All figure and table placement were removed from the manuscript
   All coloured text was removed from the manuscript
   The authors contributions section was edited as a paragraph
   The table legends were positioned beneath the corresponding table
   All figures and tables in the manuscript were referred as: “Figure 1, Table 1”